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optimal wicking, breathability, odor control, and lasting durability.
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FJALLRAVEN IS
ON THE RISE

Innovation takes
center stage in
a range of new
footwear, gear
and apparel for
the year ahead.
Take a look at
the latest and
greatest.

Lightweight
designs and the
evolution of
insulation options
are pushing
trends forward
in the sleeping
bag category.

Brands are
balancing tech
and style in
snowsports
eyewear design.
We’ve got a look
at what’s in store
for 2015.

Outdoor footwear
brands weigh
in with some
key trends to
watch in the year
ahead. Versatility,
technology and
style are all key.

Trends in
insulation have
vendors battling
it out with new
winter jacket
collections.
Check out the
latest styles.

Outdoor retailers
from across
the U.S. discuss
what they are
optimistic about
for the year ahead
— and where
they see some
challenges.

The “smart as a
fox” European
brand is gaining
share in the U.S.
market with
unique product
and smart
strategy.

Outdoor Insight is a
proud member of OIA
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TSL / SYMBIOZ ELITE SNOWSHOE
The flexible design of the Symbioz allows the
snowshoes to adapt to the user’s stride and the
terrain. This allows for natural foot movement.
The eight aggressive stainless steel crampons
offer traction in the hardest snow conditions,
while the molded vertical blades kick in for softer
snow conditions. The telescoping binding and
adjustable toe box offer a secure and comfortable
fit. Carbon fiber inserts offer superior flexibility and
responsiveness. MSRP $299.

BLIZZARD / ZERO G 108:
Blizzard’s Zero G collection, with the tag “Light Done Right,” is
designed to be the lightest alpine touring/backcountry skis in
the brand’s Freeride category. The new technology introduced
in the Zero G collection is Carbon Drive, a uni-directional carbon
frame construction that is built on top of the ski. The technology
increases the torsional rigidity of the tip and tail, which results in
increased stability and power transmission. MSRP $960.

TECNICA / MACH1 130 MV
For 2015, Tecnica expands its Mach1 all
mountain ski boot collection with Custom
Adaptive Shape – or C.A.S. – technology in
the liner and the shell. The foundation of the
Mach1 collection is the anatomical shape of the
liner and the shell; the design starts with the
anatomy of the foot. Tecnica offers two specific
lasts in Mach1, low volume (98 mm) and mid
volume (100 mm) with one level of performance.
The result is great out-of-the-box fit, but with
customization options (i.e. grinding, punching)
for a precise fit offering maximum comfort,
performance and foot retention. MSRP $840.

Flexible design

Anatomical shape

Lightweight

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
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Y O U R B E S T
A P P R O A C H
T O T H E
MOUNTAINS

INTRODUCING ECCO YURA
The ECCO YURA has been carefully designed for all-round
appeal, providing the support and traction needed to tackle
a demanding terrain, whilst being comfortable enough to
relax after a long climb.
The RECEPTOR LITE® technology ensures your shoe is
lightweight and supportive, while the rugged outsole
provides the grip you need to navigate any obstacles you
may encounter. In addition, the GORE-TEX® waterproof
construction makes sure that your feet will remain dry and
comfortable throughout the day.

PREVIEW THE AW15 COLLECTION AT THE OUTDOOR
RETAILER WINTER MARKET (BOOTH 29143W).

OUTDOOR

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
WOLVERINE
FIREZERO BY
WOLVERINE
This new flame
resistant apparel line
provides certified
protection from heat
and arc flash hazards
and meets industry
safety standards.
The collection will
be available at retail
in early 2015. The
assortment includes
everything from jackets
and twill shirts to jeans
and cargo pants. It
also includes a FR
Plaid Twill Shirt, a FR
Hooded Work Jacket
made from 11-ounce
FR Duck Canvas with
a bi-swing back for
mobility, and a
13-ounce FR Hammer
Loop Denim Pant.
MSRP $70 to $230.

Enhanced warmth

Highly wicking

Flame resistant

TERRAMAR / THERMASILK SPUNSILK/SPANDEX
New for Fall 2015, Thermasilk Spunsilk/Spandex is
engineered to work in tandem with the body to provide
greater stretch and recovery. Climasense, Terramar’s
propriety thermal regulation, enhances warmth, breathability,
moisture management and dry time. The tops and bottoms
are available in classic colors – Camel Heather and Charcoal
Heather – in sizes XS to XL. MSRP $85.
8 • Outdoor Insight • January 2015

BERGANS OF NORWAY
AKELEIE BASE LAYERS
The 220-gram Akeleie
base layers use two layers
of fabric — the outer
layer is 80 percent Merino
and 20 percent polyester
and the inner layer is
100 percent polyester.
The two-layer design
allows the fabric to retain
more air for enhanced
insulation. The base layers
are highly wicking and
provide insulation under
different temperature
conditions. Comes in an
environmentally friendly
package that can be used
as a stuff sack.
MSRPs are $65 for tops, $75
for half zip tops, $59 for tights
and $29 for boxers.

outdoorinsightmag.com

OUTDOOREYE

NEW PRODUCTS

Waterproof

OLIBERTE / TOMPA BOOT
Sustainable lifestyle brand Oliberté will introduce
an elevated collection of premium leather men’s
footwear for Fall 2015 called The Highlander
Collection. Made in Oliberté’s Fair Trade Certified
footwear factory in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, the
new collection will marry style with premium
camel leather sourced locally in Ethiopia. The use
of camel leather, which is thicker, heavier and
more durable than traditional leathers, makes the
collection unique and results in footwear that
is tough, adaptable to abrasive climates
and built to last. This reflects the
industry trend of marrying outdoor
functionality with high style.
MSRP $170-$200.

Keeps feet dry

HILLSOUND
ARMADILLO
LT GAITERS
Designed to meet the
demand for affordable,
high-performance gaiters
for outdoor enthusiasts.
The lightweight and
breathable construction
keeps socks and feet dry
during snowshoe adventures.
1000 denier nylon on
the bottom half provides
protection against scrapes
and punctures from snowshoe
spikes. The YKK zipper gives a
contour fit that won’t fall down
or need to be readjusted
during activity. Breathable
Flexia three-layer fabric on
the upper half offers fourway stretch and ensures
sweat moves away
from the body.

ARIAT / BRYN GTX
A stylish mid-height waterproof boot, designed to be worn in moderate
temperatures, the new women’s Bryn GTX features Gore-Tex waterproof
construction and Ariat’s new ATS Pro technology, which delivers cushioning
and support for all day wear. The Duratread outsole provides traction in wet and
muddy conditions. Waterproof leathers and equestrian country styling make it a
good lifestyle choice even in inclement weather. MSRP $329.95.

Casual style

MSRP $49.

TEVA / MASON BOOT
Inspired by the simple utility of Teva Originals, Teva’s Fall 2015 range of boot styles for
men is highlighted by the Mason. Available in leather, suede or waxed canvas, the boot
is both casual and sophisticated. It comes in two height options, one designed for work
and one for every day wear. The Mason blends rich colorways like navy, dark olive,
coffee and avocado with glimpses of pop color in eyelets and webbing details, all on a
contrast outsole. MSRP $110-$150.
10 • Outdoor Insight • January 2015
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BLACKRAPID /
BACKPACK STRAP
The strap from
BlackRapid adds
camera strap
functionality to a
backpack. It attaches
to compatible
backpack shoulder
pads so the backpack
acts as the camera
strap. With the
Backpack Strap the
camera rests at the
side, ready to grab
and slide up into
shooting position,
instead of it being
buried in a pack.

For adventurers

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

Add-on strap

MSRP $34.95.

Rolling duffel

PROGEARX / CAMERA MOUNTS
ProGearX, a brand that helped make the “selfie stick” famous, has a new
line of action camera mounts and accessories that allow users to have more
photographic creativity while “adventuring.” The new ProGearX line allows
users to mount and extend GoPro and other action cams to almost everything
they can imagine. MSRP $19.95-$44.95.

EAGLE CREEK / EC LYNC SYSTEM
The new patent pending EC Lync
System is a line of full size convertible
luggage that breaks down into a stuff
bag smaller than half the original size.
The EC Lync System fixture utilizes
four times less retail floor space than
a traditional luggage display and
allows retailers to fit 125 percent
more inventory into a much smaller
space. MSRP under $300 for all sizes.
OSPREY / SHUTTLE SERIES
The newly streamlined Shuttle
Series for Fall 2015 from Osprey
features versatile, light and stable
rolling duffels. Lightweight, yet
still burley, the duffels include
key design features such as
padded sidewalls and Osprey’s
StraightJacket to provide security
and protection for gear in transit.
The StraightJacket system uses
a front panel compression strap
to produce varying levels of
compression to secure the load
and add stability when the pack is
not full. MSRP $290 (Shuttle 100L/30inch); $320 (Shuttle 130L/36-inch).

Takes up less space at retail

12 • Outdoor Insight • January 2015
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NEW PRODUCTS

Warm and insulated

Striking colors

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS / KODIAK CAP AND NIMBUS FEDORA
New for Fall 2015, the warm and insulated Nimbus and Kodiak hats
are found in Sunday Afternoon’s new Northern Collection. The hats are
designed to go from rough trails to town in style and comfort. The Kodiak
Cap features an insulating fleece liner, plus a pull-down ear cover to keep
frostbite at bay. The Nimbus Fedora is fleece-lined with a brim for visibility
and protection from the elements. MSRP $42 (Kodiak); $44 (Nimbus).

8FBSF
UIFJOEVTUSZ
FYQFSUT

Old school style

SMITH / QUESTA
To celebrate the brand’s 50th anniversary in 2015, Smith is releasing three
models under its Archive Collection for Spring. The Questa features a retropattern etched into the metal of the nose, as well as a wire-core temple. The
design speaks to Smith’s history when glasses were designed a block off Main
Street in Ketchum, ID. MSRP $80 (non-polarized lens); $119 (polarized lens).

Complete business package policy that
includes rental, demo and repair liability.

.BOVGBDUVSFST
Product liability coverage in an exclusive
program and lower minimum premiums.

XXXPVUEPPSTQPSUTJOTDPN
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Photography provided by Scott Cramer/www.alpineadventureimages.com.
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HEADSWEATS / LOUDMOUTH COLLECTION
Headsweats, a leader in performance headwear for athletes, is partnering with
Loudmouth on a fun, brightly colored technical headwear line. All products in
the new Loudmouth collection feature Headsweats’ proprietary Eventure woven
fabric in a variety of Loudmouth’s signature wild patterns and striking colors.
Styles will include Headsweats’ top-selling Supervisor, Performance Podium Hats,
Performance Trucker Hats and Performance Headbands. MSRP $20 - $24.

CHAOS HATS
OUTDOOR
COLLECTION
In a trip down memory
lane, the Outdoor
Collection is retro
with bright colors and
happy neon stripes,
confetti speckles
with a splash of color
and 3D textures. For
men in active sport
this includes bold
color blocking, strong
varied stripes, rich
and bright colors, with
updated pallets in
yellow, teals, blacks
and oranges.

Retro

WIGWAM / ULTRA COOL-LITE CREW
This ultra-lightweight sock style
features Ultimax Pro technology for
rapid moisture evaporation. The socks
have breathable mesh panels and are
designed for hiking or any outdoor
endeavor. MSRP $14.

Breathable mesh panels

LEKI / MOUNTAIN EXPEDITION S GTX GLOVE
AND LEKI BLUEBIRD VARIO POLE
The Mountain Expedition S GTX glove from Leki is made
with a goatskin/nylon shell and a Gore-Tex waterproof insert
with Primaloft insulation for protection and warmth. The digital
silicone palm provides dexterity and pole grip. The BlueBird
Vario pole combines elements of performance alpine with the
Trigger grip system. MSRP $159.95 (glove); $149.95 (pole).

Goatskin/nylon shell

outdoorinsightmag.com
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Gluten Free and Vegan Friendly

Collapsible design

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

Durable case

HUMA / CHIA ENERGY GEL
Launched in 2012, the Huma brand is adding a new fuel to its energy gels this year with natural
caffeine. The new flavors that feature it are Chocolate, Raspberry, Lemonade and, of course,
Café Mocha. MSRP $54 (box of 24).

COGHLAN’S / 6000 MAH POWER PACK
The 6000 mAh Power Pack can provide power to a smartphone, digital camera or tablet. It can
easily be used on the go. Power can be recharged to the device by USB, solar or dynamo cranking.
The Power Pack stores energy in high-grade lithium polymer cells for later use. The durable case is
water resistant and can be stowed away in a backpack or jacket pocket. Recharge the device with
the supplied Micro USB connector. Includes a bright LED light. 6000 mAh power.
HYDRAPAK
STASH BOTTLE
Hydrapak’s one-liter Stash Bottle
is built to provide a low-bulk
solution for water storage. The
Stash Bottle collapses to roughly
20 percent of its size when
empty, making it the perfect
bottle for space and weightsaving backpackers or anyone
needing hydration on the go.
With a simple twist, the Stash
Bottle collapses into itself and
locks together. The secure snap
connects the 3D molded base
and top firmly, holding the bottle
collapsed until ready to be filled
again. When collapsed Stash
Bottles nest conveniently one
into another. MSRP $19.95.
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SKIDA / TOUR NECKWARMER
The featherweight, multi-use
neckwarmer is designed to ward
off the cold and keep in the
warmth. The Tour Neckwarmer is
part of Skida’s Made in Vermont
Collection of hats, headbands
and neck warmers. Soft on one
side with a bold pattern on the
other, it has a slight stretch in
the fabric for easy on/off and can
easily be adapted for multi-use
around the face or head, or as
a headband. Available in limited
edition, colorful prints for men
and women. One size fits all.
MSRP $20.

outdoorinsightmag.com

SLEEPINGBAGS

Wide Awake

Options Invigorate the Market.

A

t the end of a day of backcountry ski touring or hiking,
there’s nothing like
slipping into a warm
sleeping bag. The
campfire conversation may turn from the day’s adventure to a debate about the qualities
of those sleeping bags. Is down or
synthetic insulation best? Do you use
a sleeping bag or sleep system? A
look at trends in the sleeping bag
market for 2015 reveals that these
types of conversations
are driving innovation
forward. Customers
want the lightest most
compressible bag they
can afford.
This usually means
down in higher end bags
and synthetic in more affordable bags.
“Historically, down bags were seen as
more of a choice for experienced users
because down was viewed as high maintenance and vulnerable to moisture,”
says Andrew Coutant, director of equipment, The North Face. “However, now
that water resistant down has become
the standard we’re seeing more people
choose down bags because they are less
concerned about moisture issues.”
Joe Boswell, brand marketing director,
Therm-a-Rest, says, “The consumer is
becoming more educated. They can make
more purposeful decisions. Down is still
superior in terms of providing loft and compressibility. But down doesn’t work when
the feathers get wet. The treatments manufacturers are adding to the down help, but
they add expense. When you add on the ethical treatment of waterfowl and the harvesting
of down, that adds another level of complexity
and cost that consumers need to consider.”
Outdoor enthusiasts are paying attention to
insulation innovations and considering their
options. The introduction of waterproof down
and hybrid down and synthetic insulation combinations has expanded their options.
“The consumer is always on the quest of the best of both
worlds; down and synthetic,” says Sue Timbo, director of marketing, Kelty. “We’ve put our focus on our hybrid combination
with our new insulation called Therma-Dry, a combination with

Evolving Designs
and Insulation

KEY
TRENDS
one
Innovations in
down, synthetic
hybrids

two
Lightweight
design

three
Compressability
is key

four
Consumers
demand
affordability

five
Options
abound
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DriDrown, our propriety water resistant down combined with a synthetic fill called Therma-Pro.
“We’re trying to deliver that best of both
worlds. We believe the customer is in limbo
between the options. The waterproof down
is enticing to them, but there’s still some
slight resistance because that’s not what
they are used to.”
Coutant notes, “We have also created
hybrids of down and synthetic that use
the durable resiliency of synthetic and
the lightweight warmth of down to give
you the best of both worlds. An added
benefit to this combination is that since
synthetic is a less expensive material
we can reduce the cost of the bag,
further reducing another drawback to
down insulation.”
Innovations in insulation are pushing designers to build bags that work
in broader range of weather conditions
and applications. “The next generations
of synthetics, hybrid mixes of down and
synthetics and water treated downs,
which until recently weren’t available in
the high fill powers that those premiumminded customers are looking for, is an
interesting new middle ground that’s growing fast,” says Cam Brensinger, founder
and CEO, Nemo Equipment. “Those three
approaches are awash with creativity and
innovation. They are offering customers who
are looking for a balance of budget and performance some options.”
The design of a mummy bag is one of
the most recognizable shapes in the outdoor
industry. As brands search for ways to differentiate their products and meet the needs
of a new generation of consumers who may be
more interested in enjoying the outdoor lifestyle rather than higher adventure, the shape of
sleeping bags has evolved.
“There’s a force and direction of changing. The
market’s demographic is changing. The industry
has succeeded on the backs of baby boomers
that are going to be graduating out of the market
in the next decade. The next wave of consumers
that we are all talking about, the Millennials, have
very different interests and spending habits then the
industry has become accustomed to over the last few decades,”
says Brensinger. “Millennials are more concerned about having
Kelty Dualist 34. MSRP $109.95.

outdoorinsightmag.com

fun, being connected and having great experiences in
the outdoor versus where the outdoor industry has
focused its marketing on high end extreme hardcore outdoor adventures. There’s a need to make
the outdoors look fun and inviting and break
down the barriers to entry if we are going to get
that next wave of customers to engage.”
Since outdoor enthusiasts are using sleeping
bags in a wider range of weather conditions
and applications, they are purchasing multiple
models. One of those options may be a bag with
a less technical design approach.
“Now people can purchase what they need.
Most people if they are avid outdoor enthusiasts will have a need for more than one bag.
One of them may be the more lifestyle-oriented
option,” says Boswell.
“We currently make expedition-ready technical bags and a variety of well-built but less
technical bags for a wide array of consumers, from gram counting minimalists to family
car campers,” says Coutant. “Overall, we are
designing bags to fit the needs of specific end
users so that you can find the right bag for
your pursuits.”
Len Zanni, co-owner of Big Agnes, notes,
“Consumers have a lot of choices. The segmentation of the market and specialized bags for certain
applications such as double bags continues to be a
trend for Big Agnes. We sell a lot of bags for couples
and will offer five different models again next year at

Big Agnes Lost Ranger.

different price and temperature levels.”
Sleeping bags with adjustable configurations or without zippers are pushing the conventions of designs unchanged for decades.
Exploring fundamental designs can uncover
new approaches. On the other hand, change
can be driven more by marketing spin than
true consumer benefit.
“Our point of view concerning sleep systems is that there isn’t anything inherently
broken in the classic mummy shape of a
sleeping bag when it comes to thermal efficiency and getting the warmth you can in the
smallest stuffable package,” says Robert Fry,
director of product merchandising, Mountain
Hardwear.
“Some of these other solutions are solving
inherently a problem that didn’t exist. People
are looking to mix things up and I’m not sure
that’s the most sincere form of product development,” Fry adds. “Removing a zipper from a
sleeping bag to make it more compressible is a
bit of a straw man. The zipper is not what makes
a sleeping bag bulky. What makes a sleeping bag
bulky is the fabric thickness and the insulation
package. The zipper isn’t the culprit. It’s clever,
but it’s solving a problem I’m not sure anyone was
having. We take pains to make sure our zippers function properly.”

Most people
who are
avid outdoor
enthusiasts
often have
a need for
more than
one bag.

PLAN WELL.
PACK SMART.™
-Durable Electrolight™ silnylon
-Bold, bright colors
-Ultra lightweight
Visit us at

BOOTH BR409

outdoorinsightmag.com
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Nemo Celesta. MSRP $219.95.

Mountain Hardwear Lamina Z Flame. MSRP $179.

SLEEPINGBAGS
The Ratings Game
Choosing between a dozen sleeping bags hanging at an outdoor
specialty retail store can be frustrating for consumers. Outwardly,
these bags look the same. This one
is rated -10 degrees and that one
20. But the 20 bag is heavier. Isn’t
that warmer? The outdoor industry has worked for years to find a
consistent, reliable way to educate
consumers about a sleeping bag’s
temperature range.
“Look at two bags from two different brands with the same EN
rating but one will weigh a pound
more. What’s going on? Different
weights of fabrics, those things
don’t always become apparent
to a consumer,” says Fry. “As
an industry we adopted the EN
ratings. For the time being that
seems to be where the industry
has landed. If you look at an EN
test of a 20-degree bag it has a
limit of 20 degree, a comfort rating of 28 degree, and a extreme
rating of 5 degrees. Those are
still arbitrary because everyone
sleeps differently.”
“Most bag manufactures now
use EN testing to give independent confirmation to the temperature that the bags are designed to
handle. This has been great for the
consumer so that they can get a
consistent warmth value from similarly rated bag between different
brands. EN helps ensure that every
brand’s 20-degree bag should be
close in actual insulation value.
However, customer education
is imperative. The EN test was
designed as a range Comfort, Limit,
Extreme so its temperature values
should not be taken as definitive
limits,” says Coutant.
“The range is given instead of a
singular number because the test
was designed to consider variations in muscle and body mass,
so a smaller, thinner adult might
find a 20-degree bag too cold,
but a larger more muscular adult
might find it very comfortable on
the same night,” Coutant adds.
“There are many other variations:
what and when did you last eat,
what kind of pad you are sleeping on, what under garments do
you sleep in, and the list goes on,
which is why consumer education is so important.”
Brensinger says, “The rating sys-

tem is complicated. Its heading in
the right direction, but we haven’t
found the gold standard yet. In
general the industry has adopted
the EN rating system. It’s helpful but there are still challenges.
There are separate ratings for men

Choosing between a
dozen sleeping bags
hanging at an outdoor
specialty retail store
can be frustrating
for consumers.
Outwardly, these
bags look the same.
and women. That makes sense fundamentally I think women sleep
colder than man so a separate rating can be helpful. But it’s not very
intuitive when they are looking at
comfort ratings or lower limit ratings on a hang tag. There are so
many factors that go into testing
that aren’t communicated to the
customer. What’s the difference
between the comfort and lower
limit rating? How much clothing
does that rating expect me to
wear in the sleeping bag? More
work needs to be done to create
a rating system that makes sense
for the consumer.”
Although sleeping bag brands
are adopting the EN rating system,
many are using additional information to help educate consumers.
“We still tend to label some of our
bags the way the industry labels
such as 0, 20, 40 degree and in
addition we add the EN rating,”

The outdoor industry
has worked for years
to find a consistent,
reliable way to
educate consumers
about a sleeping bag’s
temperature range.
says Timbo. “People are interested
in the rating but they consider
their gender and personal preferences. People will tend to go
warmer rather than cooler. They
worry about being cold more than
they worry about being hot. So
they will err with the warmer bag.”
A bag rated for cold temperatures may not translate well for
some consumers. “Just because
it’s a winter rated bag that doesn’t
mean that it’s not the right bag

outdoorinsightmag.com

MERCHANDISING TIPS
“The best way to merchandise sleeping bags is by creating scenes portraying the full camp scene and giving the consumer a clear picture of how they
can enjoy their outdoor experience,” advises Cam Brensinger, founder and
CEO, NEMO Equipment, Inc. Because retailers are often pressed for space,
displaying sleeping bags properly can be a challenge, notes Andrew Coutant,
director of equipment, The North Face. His advice is to “hang the bags to allow
customers to touch and feel them instead of keeping them jammed in their
stuff sacks to just be shopped by specs is not ideal.” Len Zanni, co-founder,
Big Agnes, says that while hanging bags can work, platforms can be even better. “We’re big fans of offering consumers a platform on which they can try out
sleeping bags. Trial is very helpful in this situation,” he notes.
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The North Face Inferno. MSRP $729.

more grounded in research
than arbitrary numbers they
have applied. We’ve taken
the single digit names out of
the bag name and will use
the EN rating. We’re working
to educate the consumer on
what’s the best bag and get
away from the single digit
arbitrary number.” O

Therm-a-Rest Altair HD. MSRP $589.95.

for you if you are a cold
sleeper. The way you sleep
and you perceive comfort
is probably more important
than buying based on a temperature or seasonal rating,”
says Boswell. “The ratings
are still confusing. There are
companies making strides to
improve and make the ratings
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Vuarnet Glacier. MSRP $540.

KEY TRENDS

1
Aesthetics
rule all

2
Interchangeable
lenses and
ease of use

3
Optical quality

4
Individual
preference
drives design

5
Lighter construction
and comfort are
both crucial

G

oggles and sunglasses are one of the most
recognizable product categories in snowsports. Spending any time on the slopes
requires eye protection. And snowsports
enthusiasts are continuing to challenge eyewear brands to deliver products that are not
only technically advanced but that also match the latest fashion
trends. Managing that balance requires careful attention to
buyer’s shifting purchase criteria.
On a macro level the market for goggles is largely driven by
aesthetic trends and graphics coupled with features such as
optical quality and lens technologies, according to Joe Snyder,
goggle category manager, Smith Optics. “At Smith our interchangeable series leads the way,” he says. “Individuals have
unique preferences. What one consumer appreciates, another
may not be interested in. With this in mind the Smith collection
has a diverse offering. Providing goggles in key price points with
features that are required for the elite to the beginner.”
Ben Flandro, eyewear category manager, Smith Optics, offers
his perspective on sunglasses: “Consumer demand is dependent upon the individual consumer and there are a lot of them.
Even within consumer groups, these feature sets can vary. Our
goal is to identify the wide variety of feature sets and determine
which should be present and which should be intentionally
omitted in order to provide customers with all the things they
want and none of the things they don’t,” says Flandro.
“I suppose that can sound a bit cryptic, but for some progressive design, coloration and forward lens tints are the only feature set to be considered,” he adds. “Conversely, others demand
Megol rubber contact points to ensure a secure fit during sport
activity, or advanced lens filtration to eliminate glare, and adjust
to varying light conditions. Our goal is to appropriately tailor
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the feature sets of each style to the specific customer group.”
Julbo has a long history in creating sunglasses for mountaineering applications, but the brand’s first goggle models
were introduced a few years ago. “Our original designs were
influenced by European design. Now we are move toward
appearance that mirrors what the North American consumer is
looking for,” says Nick Yardley, CEO of Julbo USA. “We’re offering large lenses without any interference with the user’s vision,
either peripheral or straight
on. Our new Universe goggle
New construction
winter delivers 30 percent
methods and
innovative lens and more peripheral vision older
models. With today’s technolframe materials
ogy we can provide an athlete
allow designers
with a very good wrap around
to create eyewear
the face so they get very good
that’s light and
peripheral vision but they
comfortable with
don’t get much light leakage.
improved optics.
A skier can get the same protection they would get from a mountaineer sunglass with side
shields but they have very good peripheral vision as well.”
New construction methods and innovative lens and frame
materials allow designers to create eyewear that’s lighter
and more comfortable with improved optics. “At its core our
design philosophy remains unchanged. Our process however
is continually evolving to take advantage of new technologies,
materials and manufacturing processes,” says Smith’s Snyder.
“Each goggle we produce starts with a purpose, fulfilling a need
within our collection and ultimately a need within the market.
Creating current models requires that we examine that need in
the collection and market coupled with current trends and then
executing our philosophy.”
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Steve Rosenberg, co-founder and CEO, Kaenon, says, “As
the company has matured, so has our line and our approach.
Between the men’s and women’s styles, we’ve developed
key categories of performance, active lifestyle and leisure
lifestyle. Within those categories, we’ve seen families of success develop. Sales have dictated certain styles and product
categories that resonate and register with our consumers,
thus, we’re designing and developing new products within
these successful categories to provide consumers with more
of what they want.”
Flandro notes, “Our design philosophy has evolved over
the last couple of seasons to bring a much higher level of
refinement to each piece. We have built a vast fit and design
platform to greatly increase the speed with which we can
create beautiful styles that fit exceptionally well every time.
By adding in-house prototyping capabilities to this mix, we
accelerate the speed with which we can refine new designs
and further add to our fit and design archives,” he says.
In 2014, Vuarnet returned to the U.S. market with an updated collection of sunglasses. “Our objectives are simple and
go back to our roots,” says CEO Stefano Fabris. “The original
design philosophy of Vuarnet was to mix timeless style with
functionality. Now with our new technology, we can bring the
functionality and design to a higher level.”
Brands seek to attract consumer attention and loyalty with
a collection of proprietary approaches to design, construction
and choice of materials.
Kaenon’s Limited Edition Winter Frost Collection features
five of the brand’s most popular frame styles across performance and lifestyle categories. Designed in California and
made in Italy, the frames are uniquely finished, resembling a
“frosted” winter look and are best described as a silky, smooth
matte finish over the crystal-colored frame.
Wearable Technology’s Future
Wearable technologies have created a lot of anticipation
with snowsports enthusiasts. But the question of whether
goggles and sunglasses of the future will continue to develop
displays that record video and track a long list of data points
is still up for debate.
“I don’t believe [wearable eyewear technology] to be a fad.
Today this is a niche market and it may continue to be a niche
market, but it will continue,” says Snyder. “As technology
improves and the functionality of the products being presented improves, we may see it takes more of a hold.”
Smith’s Flandro offers these thoughts on how wearable
technologies will influence sunglass design: “It’s yet to be
seen. There are arguments to both sides at this point. There
are many interesting advancements in the world of wearable
technology, and as the pieces continue to shrink in size and be
refined in true functional benefit, they have the potential for
becoming a larger and larger part of our everyday lives.
“Conversely,” he adds. “many individuals are realizing that
electronics already capture a significant portion of our everyday lives and they are seeking to detach from them. We recognize this and strive, again, to provide products both for the
individual wanting to stay connected as well as those simply
looking to get outside and reconnect with nature. Which one
will win out is still undecided.”
Yardley notes, “If you look at the current technology that’s
being built into glasses and goggles it’s very gimmicky compared to what’s in an iPhone 6 or FitBit. Those companies
are so far ahead of the field in what’s going into sunglasses or
goggles. I don’t see many of the big players investing in that
kind of technology. Instead they are backing down from that
approach or just making a signature piece as a novelty.” O
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Under Armour Keepz Storm.
MSRP $149.99-$159.99.

Julbo Aerospace. MSRP $220.

Smith I/OX Elite Turbo Fan goggle. MSRP $275.

Zeal HD2 MSRP $499.99

Kaenon Hard Kore Frost. MSRP $224.

SPY Ace goggle. MSRP $130.
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Shaping
The
Footwear
Market

TRENDS

The industry’s
top brands look
ahead at what’s
shaping the
footwear market.

Adidas CW Feltcruiser
for women, MSRP $140.

Vasque Talus Trek UD Mid
for women, MSRP $149.99.

By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry / As product previews for the Fall 2015 season kick off, footwear experts are giving
Outdoor Insight a look into what’s moving the market today. Versatile shoes that carry the wearer through a
variety of activities and functional product that maintains a strong style perspective are both key. And refocusing
on classic constructions and even American manufacturing get nods. Here, product heads from a few footwear
brands sound off on what’s coming for performance footwear and what consumers will be searching for in 2015.
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Introducing the new
Terrasonic IntelliGrip® Classic Ski.
Taking the guesswork out of ski prep —
Keeping you SIMPLY SKIING for longer.
OR BOOTH# 35103
SIA BOOTH# 3946
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FOOTWEAR

CONSUMER DEMAND FOR SHOES THAT

ALL-DAY
ACTION

can take them through a full day’s
– or full vacation’s – worth of activities outside aren’t new, but execs say
that outdoor enthusiasts are asking
for greater performance and fewer
compromises as they bounce from an
even wider suite of activities than eve.
In fact, it was nearly unanimously a
top trend pick among brands surveyed.
“The consumer is getting younger and
kids are being faster in the mountains,”
says Andrej Zwer, senior product manager for footwear for Adidas’ global outdoor performance division. “In the past,
when you went away, you just went
climbing or hiking or mountain biking.
Now, for example, we see athletes who
start out using their bikes, then get to a
certain spot and switch to climbing.”
Making shoes perform under those
conditions, he says, has driven the brand
to look for ways to lighten up their
constructions and to expand their partnerships with Continental and Stealth
on rubber compounds that can add
additional grip to performance styles to
make them more stable across activities.
Adidas is expanding the use of its Boost
compound through the line, too, after
finding its has insulation properties that
lend itself to winter wear.
It’s also meant taking a look at aesthet-

ics, Zwer says. On the Terrex Boost for
fall, for example, the brand has been
making the silhouette sleeker, lowering
the shoe to the ground and reducing
layers to make a performance product
that buyers can wear with jeans without
“looking goofy.”
For Vasque, the performance hiking
category, which sits in between classic
hiking and trail running, is one of their
biggest growth opportunities for fall.
Director of product development Brian
Hall says styles in the group use sticky
rubber outsoles, athletic-based midsoles
and constructions and durable uppers
offer wearers flexibility.
“You can run, hike, scramble and
climb and do all of them pretty well and
not make a sacrifice,” he says. “A lot of
people do different things throughout
the day, so we want to ale shoes [that
work] and that are durable.”
Dave Dombrow, VP-design of footwear and accessories for Under
Armour, says that the brand’s outdoor
customers are looking at their sports
– and their footwear – with a broader
perspective.
“It used to be you’re a trail runner
and nothing else, or a hunter and nothing else, and what we’re seeing is that
now the hunter is using trail running to
get in shape for hunting and there’s a

blurring going on between everything
in outdoor,” he says.
For Under Armour, that duality is
reflected in its new Fat Tire trail runner
and Fat Tire boot, which will deliver in
July. The men’s-only styles takes their
inspiration from the fat-tire bicycles
that let riders bounce over rough
terrain and even snow without losing
grip. “Just like those bikes are hard to
classify, you almost can’t put [the Fat
Tire styles] into any one category,”
Dombrow says. “Of course the end use
is trail running and the boot that’s for
hiking, but it’s really about a 360-degree
lifestyle and how you live your life
outdoors.”
For Chris Dunn, country commercial
manager for Salomon Footwear, expanding the brand’s successful SpeedCross
3 wet-surface-specialist trail style into
a family of product was driven by that
need for flexibility. A new shoe, the
SpeedCross Vario (for “various terrain”)
for men and women, is designed to play
on multiple surfaces — including your
average sunny-day track. “Rather than
having a mud or snow specific outsole,
we changed the bottom unit for dry-land
running,” Dunn says. “People who still
want the [style’s] fit can now run on a
California single track rather than waiting for a rainy day.” O

Outdoor enthusiasts
are asking for greater
performance and
fewer compromises
as they bounce from
an even wider suite of
activities than ever.

Left: Under Armour Fat Tire for men, MSRP
$150. Above: Salomon SpeedCross Vario for
men. Below: Adidas Adizero XT Prime Boost
for men, MSRP $200.
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materials and constructions thrive,
insiders say that classic performance
boots are finding new relevance in the
hiking category — and that includes
how (and where) they’re made.
Jeff Dill, global business unit director
for Keen, says that he’s seeing a return
to “more classic constructions, with
[more traditional] midsole heights and
classic performance elements,” as consumers look for styles with more heft
after years of buying the faster, more
minimal boots.
The brand is introducing two silhouettes to the lineup – the Logan hiking
boot and the Liberty Ridge backpacking
style – that feature leather uppers and
rugged but lightweight construction.
And both, Dill says, are made in Keen’s
Portland factory, which he says is a selling point that gets more traction every
season.
“[Made in America] seems to have

CONSUMERS, EXECS SAY, ARE INCREASINGLY making “looks great” an item on their

STYLE
UPGRADE

outdoor footwear checklists — and many
players say they’re looking to oblige.
“The business is moving more toward
the casual side, a combination of [shoppers] being being burned by too much
barefoot and colors and the specialty
world stepping out of their comfort zones
and into casual and lifestyle,” says Gregg
Duffy, senior director of outdoor performance for Timberland. Timberland has
been aggressively reorienting itself to the

Bogs
Classic
Waterproof
Tall boot
for women,
MSRP
$120.
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Vasque
Sundowner
GTX, MSRP
$219.99.

Keen Liberty
Ridge for men,
MSRP $200.

casual side of the outdoor business since
its acquisition by VF Corp. in 2011, a strategy that analysts and market watchers
have said has paid off. Duffy says a new
entry into the Shazzberg family of boots
for Fall ’15 encapsulates the approach:
the new Schazzberg High Waterproof
Insulated Boot men’s style, a full-height
all-leather boot for men has a moc toe,
pin-tuck details and rich leathers, but also
includes “pretty much the most technology and features you can pack into a shoe,”
including a grippy Vibram outsole, full
waterproof membrane, 200g of Primaloft
insulation and its Climapath interior mositure-wicking interior lining.
Kelly Santos, VP-product for Bogs, a
division of Weyco Group, agrees: “There’s
a trend for functional footwear — it can
still being cute and pretty, but that offers
protection.” In that vein, Bogs’ fall offering features even more of the patterns
and colors the brand is known for on
its neoprene boots, she said, but adding
burnished leather styles, new last shapes,
and even shearling in women’s and kids —
while keeping the core DNA of warm and
waterproof intact.
At Columbia Sportwear, Todd Lewis,
product director of footwear, says expanding the women’s Minx winter boot collection to include fall-appropriate styles
is a chance to bring a fresher perspective into functional gear. More
suedes and mixed material
suede-canvas styles for fall,
as well as plaids and even
furs in a resort pack bring

reached a critical mass or a threshold
of relevance,” he says. “I’ve seen a lot
of retail interest in it — it’s a story they
believe resonates well with their consumers and is something important.”
Vasque is also going back to its
backpacking – and American – roots
for fall, according to Hall, with its
relaunch of its iconic $220 Sundowner
boot. “The Sundowner has been made
in China, not Italy, for several years
now and we decided to take a hard
look at that boot and make some
upgrades, including going back to the
original pattern and moving from a
rubber cup sole back to a moulded
PU and rubber sole with a PU footbed
and internal shank.” The boot’s last
and outsole are modeled on the Italian
original, with the brand’s Pyrenees
rubber on the outsole. Starting for
fall, the uppers will be made with
leathers from the Red Wing tannery in
Minnesota. O

Timberland
Schazzberg
High Waterproof
Insulated Boot for
men, MSRP $200.

the boots to a new level, Lewis says. And
the launch of the Minx Fire product, which
marries a rugged trail outsole with the
more casual uppers for both fall and winter, gives them a chance to bridge the two
segments and hopefully reach a younger
consumer, he says. “She’s got to love the
product and fall in love with it on the shelf
or in a magazine or in her head.” O

Columbia Minx
Fire Tall OmniHeat Waterproof
for women,
MSRP $120.
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More
choices in
insulation
materials
give product
designers
much more
latitude in
creating
designs
tailored to
speciﬁc
audiences.

By Lou Dzierzak

F

or decades, outdoor enthusiasts who
enjoyed spending time outside in
snowy, frigid conditions had limited choices for insulation. A puffy
down jacket could keep you warm in
cold dry conditions. If there was any
chance of getting wet from melting snow or sweat
produced by hard activity, then synthetic insulation was at the top of the list.
Insulation brands have changed that decisiontree with the development of water-resistant treatments for down and the creation of hybrid insulations that combine natural and synthetic fibers.
“Consumers are very focused on finding garments that serve their end-use. With the proliferation of sports like skiing, snowboarding, winter
running or mountain biking you really need the
right gear and equipment for that specific sport.
That’s what’s driving innovation and new brands
coming into the market,” says David Newey, director of global marketing, Primaloft. “While there are
all these different end uses and needs, the brands
are very focused on innovation specific to those
end uses and that drives upstream fabric, design,
construction and insulation choices.”
More choices in insulation materials gives product designers much more latitude in creating
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designs tailored to specific audiences. “There’s an
insulation innovation explosion going in all different directions. From synthetics to down blends to
hybrid mapping within garments to even how you
are quilting an insulated garment to make it more
functional. It’s exciting as a product designer to
be working with these tools,” says Jordan Wand,
VP-product and marketing, Outdoor Research.
“The beauty of having the insulation options is
that the choices allow for different solutions for
different needs for different problems the athlete is
having — intended use, weather, and packability.”
Columbia Sportswear’s new TurboDown Wave
Construction eliminates coldspots by using fill
with high quality down and the company’s OmniHeat Thermal insulation. “The new construction
method completely informed the design of the
Heat Zone 1000 TurboDown jacket. We came up
with the construction method before we created
the jacket,” says Fred Dennis, Columbia’s general
manager, outerwear.
“New insulations have allowed us to be more
creative in how we look at product. FuseForm is
a perfect example of how we have thought outside the box, looking outside the confinements
Helly Hansen Ridge Shell Jacket and Elevate Shell Pants. MSRP
$500 (each). Helly Hansen Aurora Shell Jacket and Pants. MSRP
$450 (jacket); $350 (pants).
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The North Face Momentum Thermoball Hybrid. MSRP $180

Design and
material
advancements have
narrowed
the gap
between a
consumer’s
wish list and
what
product
designers
can now
affordably
produce.

of traditional outdoor to build a product that offers ultimate protection with minimal seaming and thus lighter
weight,” says Lea Waymire, senior product manager for
women’s outdoor apparel, The North Face. “In women’s
with ThermoBall for Fall ’15, while being limited with our
quilt size due to technology constraints, it allowed us to be
more creative with how we designed the quilt lines and be
more focused on the female form rather than feeling burdened with the need to design into a technology.”
Adidas Outdoor offers winter jackets with all three insulation materials: down, synthetic and hybrid. “The most
popular fill now is down. It’s the lightest and offers very
good temperature range. Across the board down is probably the best fill. But if you are a climber or mountaineer
getting into wet conditions then synthetic is the better
choice,” says Greg Thomsen, Adidas Outdoor. “We offer a
new Primaloft and down combination. We’re testing it with
a few new styles and our testers are telling us these models
are really warm but not as light as down or not quite as
weatherproof as straight synthetic.”
Design and material advancements have narrowed the
gap between a consumer’s wish list and what product
designers can now affordably produce. With more insulation choices to fit more specific user needs, is the quest for
the perfect winter jacket coming to an end?
“Super warm insulation in some situations allows you to
use less and make a lighter silhouette that has more end
use appeal. Frequently synthetic insulation is used as a
means to provide warmth and technology at a more accessible price point than down because down is an expensive
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Mountain Hardwear Dynotherm Down Jacket. MSRP $200.

and volatile commodity. Our goal is to try to make it feel
and behave as close to down as we can possibly get it.
We’re pretty close.” says Robert Fry, director of product
merchandising, Mountain Hardwear.
“Our consumer is ready to see familiar product presented in new ways. Creating hybrids, combining expected
and unexpected materials together is the next evolution
in offering up that perfect product that is not only warm
but also provides mobility or protection or extra warmth,”
says Waymire.
Newey adds, “We’ve been able to expand across platforms to provide our brand partners with additional innovations. We’re not the first to have blended down and a
synthetic fiber, but we are the first to take the most premium synthetic fiber and blend it with premium down to create a down blend product that meets the outdoor market’s
performance specifications. Now we are a much broader
provider of insulation technologies. It’s an exciting time.”
“We are getting closer to creating the perfect jacket. If
you are looking for a classic ski insulated piece there are
insulations and shells that allow better range of movement,” says Phillip Tavell, category manager, wintersports,
Helly Hansen. “With our partners we are getting close to
creating a jacket that moves with you and creates a microclimate that you can control.”
Thomsen adds, “We’re getting closer to the optimum
jackets. The problem is there is a lot of different environments the products get used in. As we get more refined and
innovative we find that people are doing faster, harder,
different types of adventures they need a specific product
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Columbia Men’s Heatzone 1000
TurboDown Hooded Jacket. MSRP $450.
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Consumers will
pay for quality.

for that adventure. If you are going to do multiple outdoor
sports you are going to need more than one kind of jacket
and one kind of insulation.”
“As much as there is an incredible amount of innovation
in insulation there still is not an expectation from athletes
and retailers that there is a ‘quiver of one’,” says Wand.
“While insulation is getting better and solving problems in
new and better ways, there still a need for a wide range of
options required from high quality down pieces to lightweight, minimally filled synthetic insulation pieces.”
Wand adds, “One of the biggest problems we haven’t
been able to crack is the notion of ‘I want to stay warm but
I’m also working hard in this piece. How can I do both?’
Some of the best innovations in insulation come in this
area of active insulation and having new and better insulation types. Active insulation is one of the most interesting
insulation stories that we have. Our role is to keep pushing
it and make it not just a fad but a new category that the
consumer understands.”
New companies entering the product category with
fresh thinking are also influencing insulated winter jacket
design. “We launched our insulated apparel two seasons
ago on the premise that we would only offer product
that was advancing the category. We don’t rest on past
designs when it comes to camping gear so we didn’t want
to introduce mediocre insulated apparel,” says Len Zanni,
co-owner, Big Agnes. “Construction methods like Isotect
Flow with vertical chambers, which hold water-repellent
DownTek insulation, are examples of critical components
that have enabled us to make better products.”
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Ternua Loughor. MSRP $255.

NuDown, a spin-off from Klymit, uses inflatable air chambers in winter jackets and vests as another insulation alternative. Inflatable insulation allows manufacturers to vary the
insulation on demand. “You can inflate or deflate the garment
degree by degree throughout the day,” says Bob Hall, CEO,
NuDown. “The function of down is to create an air space. It’s
not the feathers that keep
you warm, it’s the air space.
New companies
The technology that NuDown
entering the
product category has patented enables one to
create an air space without
with fresh
the requirement for filler.”
thinking are
Ternua is entering the
also influencing
North
American market
insulated winter
with
a
collection
of innovajacket design.
tive approaches to product
design and insulation. “We have different insulation concepts
in our collection. Each garment activity and purpose is different and for that the construction methods and fabrics
selection are also different,” says product director Eduardo
Uribesalgo. “All of our down products use recycled down that
comes from garments and products that have reached the
end of their lifecycle. We are the first company in the market
using recycled down. The down comes from Europe and is
then selected, processed and washed. Its origin is controlled
by the NVP traceability standard.”
Evolving Feature Sets
Year by year, season by season, the feature set of an
insulated technical jacket has evolved and narrowed.
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Outdoor Research Diode. MSRP $325.

Adidas Outdoor Terrex Skyclimb. MSRP $129.

Patagonia Refugative. MSRP $499.99.

Bergans of Norway Bladet. MSRP $239.

Outdoor Research Uberlayer. MSRP $299.

Brooks-Range Hybrid Wool Jacket.
MSRP $249.95.

Specific details such as
the design of a cuff or
snow skirt can be
influential in a consumer’s
purchasing decision.

WINTER
JACKETS

Designs include this type of hood or that kind of cuff and
waterproof zippers placed in specific locations.
But feature sets dialed in for the most technical user,
may be problematic for a broader audience still interested
in winter activities. An ice climber in Colorado absolutely
needs a hood that’s helmet-compatible. A snowshoer in
Vermont, the extra room could be frustrating.
Uribesalgo identifies the features that drive Ternua’s
designs. The position of the pockets on a garment has
to be compatible with the backpack or harness use. The
hood has to be compatible with helmet use. The consumer
is looking for the use of hybrid constructions to increase
the function of the garments like adding freedom of movement or to increase breathability in certain areas.
“There is still the classic consumer that has a certain
number of boxes to check. Elements like a helmet compatible hood or a tightly cinching cuff. Range of motion on
all jackets is a big deal to us. Sometimes a non-technical
consumer may say the arms seem to long. If a retailer
demonstrates the fit the consumer will see the advantages
of good sleeve fit,” says Fry.
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“On models that are more versatile we can push the
envelope on feature sets a little more. A new cuff closure
that accommodates a broader range of reach has been
very well received.”
Specific details like the design of a cuff or snow skirt
can be influential in a consumer’s purchasing decision.
“We recognize consumers are wearing different kinds

With fabrics, insulation materials
and feature sets confirmed, product
managers still have to address
consumer interests in fashion, color,
style and, always, price.
of gloves. We’ve worked with our sponsored athletes to
develop a cuff treatment that works if you are wearing
an over the cuff glove,” says Dennis. “We’ve probably
spent the most time developing our powder skirt. You
can debate how well they work and how annoying they
can be when the skirt is not in use. But when you get out
on a powder day a skirt offers benefits. We were able to
outdoorinsightmag.com
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With all of our products Made in the U.S.A. and a commitment to R&D, knitting, finishing, cutting, sewing,
warehousing and distribution in the U.S.A, POLARMAX® is committed to the partnership with the specialty shop
retailer. Here are seven – yes, seven – great reasons to buy POLARMAX®. (If you need more, please give us a call. We’ve got more!)
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POLARMAX TODAY
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RETAILER
ROUNDTABLE
Outdoor Specialty Retailers
Sound Off on Trends and Topics
to Watch in the Year Ahead.
By Lou Dzierzak / Like an ultrarunner
covering rocky terrain, outdoor specialty
retailers have faced a challenging

What does the future hold for
outdoor specialty?
Brent Troncalli, Owner, Outside
World, Dawsonville, GA
“It’s constant vigilance. In the
Atlanta market big-boxes are opening
like crazy. It’s an extremely competitive market. Luckily as the market continues to grow that will help us. The
‘shop local’ attitude and ‘Made in USA’
are also helping us.”

business environment in recent years.
A slow but steady recovery from a
deep recession and never-ceasing
competition from big-boxes and
e-commerce have tested the business
models and management skills of even
the best retailers. While some shops

Chris Groom, CEO, Mountain High
Outfitters, Birmingham, AL
“We feel the future is bright. Keeping
everything fun and fresh is what it is all
about for specialty retail. Staying ahead
of the latest trends, keeping things fun,
captivating and exciting for the customer will continue to prove strong at
Mountain High Outfitters. At the end of
the day, it is all about making a connection with customers, therefore making
them a loyal client and friend for life.”

have closed, others who adapted to
changing landscapes are thriving.
So what does 2015 look like to
these retailers? Outdoor Insight asked
retailers from across the country to
weigh in on industry trends and what to
watch for in the year ahead.

David Gracie, Owner, Wild River
Outfitters, Virginia Beach, VA
“I like to think the future has a lot
of grassroots innovation for outdoor
specialty. We can use our significant
experience and local connection to give
customers a great experience through
technology. We little guys will need
assistance and with a little help from
the top we could implement some amazing things that let us showcase brands
in a way you just can’t do online. Every
market will be different, but finding that
place in your local community where
you can affect change as well as provide
an excellent level of service means having the ability to adapt. Our future is
bright if we can be nimble enough to
navigate all of the changes to come.”

Joe Butler, President, Black Creek
Outfitters, Jacksonville, FL
“The pace of change in retailing is
accelerating and I don’t see that changing. We are in a disruptive phase. With
all the new technology that has come
out, those tools have not been assimilated. There have been some positive and
negative things from a small business
standpoint. We try to pick specific vendor partners and try to be the expert.
We want to be the place where you can
44 • Outdoor Insight • January 2015

see a range of new products, be trained
on how to use them and fix the problems that may occur, such as warranty
issues. At times when something doesn’t
go right, a consumer will just need a
little guidance to resolve that issue.
Vendors will see value in a strong retail
partner that can offer a level of service.”

Chris Gerston, Owner, Backcountry
Essentials, Bellingham WA
“Outdoor retail will have to survive by
expertise, customer service, technical
services, tailored product selections and
the relentless hope that people care.”

Wes Allen, President, Grassroots
Outdoor Alliance
“The future is very bright for specialty retailers that are great storytellers and that find great brands who will
actually partner with them. Outdoor
specialty is pretty unique in that the
stores and employees have this cool
groundedness and realness that many
people are craving when they go shopping. We’re going to have to adapt and
sell to customers in the way that they
want to buy going forward, which will
mean adapting to things like webrooming. But look around – the online folks
are dying to get some way to have
their customers interact with them in
the physical world. Specialty outdoor
will win because we’ll provide the
genuine interaction with aspirational
products that provide an escape hatch
from the real world and the screens
that dominate a lot of our lives.”
What are you optimistic about for
2015? What keeps you up at night?
Mike Massey, Owner, Massey’s
Outfitters, New Orleans, LA
“I’m excited about our local market
and seeing people coming into the store
that we haven’t seen before. We’re
changing up our product mix and bringing in new categories all the time. We’ve
decided to focus our energies on our
local market rather than competing as
another commodity seller online. We
feel like we are at the beginning of explosive growth fueled by our local audiences.
“The thing that keeps me up at night
is being a weather farmer. Always watching the forecast for terrible days of cold,
outdoorinsightmag.com
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rain or too warm. We’re diversifying
our product mix so we’re not so susceptible to weather changes.”

Phil Leeds, Owner, Skinny Skis,
Jackson, WY
“It’s more challenging than ever.
However, if we stick to the activities
we are passionate about and provide
the best service we can, things will
fall into place … and we’ll continue
to be successful.”

Wes Allen, President, Grassroots
Outdoor Alliance
“I’m optimistic that specialty retail
will be in a better spot at the end
of 2015 than we are now. The thing
that keeps me up at night right now
— brands that are so short-sighted
that they have decided to compete
with their biggest advocates on price.
They might be able to do enough
damage in the short term to really
kill their own brand in the long term.
And that will be too bad, because
then specialty will have to go find
new brands to work with.”

Joe Butler, President, Black Creek
Outfitters, Jacksonville, FL
“What makes me optimistic is an REI
opened up 400 yards away from us in
March of 2013. We will be more profitable in 2014 than we were in 2012. I feel
like we’ve turned a corner. We have
reinvented our business in every way.
We have energized partnerships with
key vendors in footwear, stand-up paddling, kayaks, packs, camping equipment and clothing companies. A partnership with an in-store yoga studio
will generate a lot more traffic through
the store. People are starting to look
for something new. They are not going

to wear the same brands the rest of
their lives. Small companies don’t
have large marketing budgets or wide
distribution so as a specialty retailer
we want to make sure we have new
cool products. What keeps me awake
at night is seeing more and more purchases going online.”

David Gracie, Owner, Wild River
Outfitters, Virginia Beach, VA
“I am optimistic about our schedule
of involvement for 2015. In the retail
landscape our strategy is remaining
essentially the same, but we have been
working hard to come up with events
that showcase our commitment to our
community.
“A false recovery in the economy
[keeps me up at night]. Apparently
our economic outlook as a country
is improving, but I hope those of us
in outdoor specialty get to see this in
person.”

Kevin Rosenberg, Owner, Gear to
Go Outfitters, Brooklyn, NY
“Last year we doubled our rental
inventory. Even then we couldn’t keep
up with demand. People are starting to
realize they don’t need to own all the
gear when they can get quality equipment when they need it. In our region,
it’s hard to store that gear when you
live in a small apartment.
“With competition from big-boxes
and online we may lose some sales.
Rentals, trips and our trail taxi service
will help us grow.
“The only thing holding us back is
lack of access of capital to grow. I’d
like to see the industry focusing on
attracting investors — OIA setting up
a small business loan program. The
demand is there and the big-box stores
are not addressing that. Big-boxes are

“It’s more challenging than
ever. However, if we stick to
the activities we are passionate
about and provide the best
service we can, things will fall
into place … and we’ll continue
to be successful.”
outdoorinsightmag.com

the Walmart of our industry. That’s not
where innovation is happening.”

Darren Bush, Owner, Rutabaga
Paddlesports, Madison, WI
“I’m a retailer. I don’t have a choice. I
have to be optimistic. I have great staff,
great product and vendor partners.
All economies are local. The unemployment rate isn’t seven percent; it’s
either 100 percent or zero. For individuals that’s what really matters.”

Chris Gerston, Owner, Backcountry
Essentials, Bellingham WA
“I think most people still prefer
brick-and-mortar, but push come to
shove some are price-driven unless
they recognize that some things like
ski boots and climbing shoes still need
to be explored in a store.
“Right now, a lack of snow is my biggest anxiety. Not for the season, but
for the crucial early season ski buying
peak during December. Skis boots are
doing great — it’s primarily the skis
that lag behind in a poor snow year.
“We are currently expanding from
being a small niche backcountry/climbing persona to more of a generalist’s
full-service ski shop, but still maintaining our status of technical expertise.
The summer will again be climbing
and backpacking. We seem to have
found a great marketing tool in using
direct mail to send a catalog disguised
as a ski atlas for our local backcountry and ski area, something we hope
is relevant to both our inbounds and
touring customers and potential customers. We have had older competitors close up shop, so we are hoping
to reroute some shopping patterns as
people search for where they want to
go next.”

Chris Groom, CEO, Mountain High
Outfitters, Birmingham, AL
“2015 brings the start of a new year
and endless possibilities. Mountain
High Outfitters plans to continue
spreading the passion and spirit of
MHO and its movement. Either in
the stores, or at numerous events,
Mountain High will be spreading the
culture. With eight locations throughout Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee,
MHO will be opening two additional
locations — Atlanta, GA and Huntsville,

Wes Allen
Grassroots

Darren Bush
Rutabaga

Joe Butler
Black Creek

Brent Troncalli
Outside World
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Chris Groom
Mountain High
Outfitters

AL, in 2015. There is plenty in store for
2015, and we cannot wait to get started!
“As CEO of Mountain High Outfitters,
striving to be the best, always continuing to improve, never becoming complacent and having a mind that never
slows down allows me to be awake at
all hours of the night. Continuing to
encourage an active lifestyle within
our communities and educating others
about getting outdoors to enjoy all life
has to offer. Being given the opportunity to be in this profession, guide and
teach others, and enjoy life makes it
worth every sleepless night.”
What activities or product
categories are catching fire in
your market?

Kevin Rosenberg
Gear To Go Outfitters

Phil Leeds
Skinny Skis

Phil Leeds, Owner, Skinny Skis,
Jackson, WY
“In spring/summer we’re catering to
hiking, climbing, backpacking, running
(both road and trail). In winter, primarily
Nordic skiing — from touring to track
skiing to the backcountry. Catching
fire? Hmmm, we’ve certainly seen
better traction with different categories
recently. I’m really pleased with our
growth in performance track skiing and
running — both road and trail.”

Chris Gerston, Owner, Backcountry
Essentials, Bellingham, WA
“We live in the Pacific Northwest
where everyone looks like they could
turn around at any given point in their
day and start an outdoor adventure.
We see the main growth of recreation
in bouldering (climbing shoes),
backcountry skiing (AT or Alpine boots
with a walk mode and tech and frame
AT bindings), light and durable and
quick backpacking and car camping
trips, and outdoor lifestyle as a fashion
statement. I think people are turned
on by versatility and at least leaving
the door open to going to that next
level of activity even if they will more

“We have reinvented our business
in every way. We have energized
partnerships with key vendors
in footwear, stand-up paddling,
kayaks, packs, camping equipment
and clothing companies.”
Joe Butler, Black Creek Outfitters
than likely continue to do whatever
activity at a more mainstream level. It’s
exciting to dream and buy that way.”

rather than shopping our sales rack
or researching before buying online
somewhere.”

Kevin Rosenberg, Owner, Gear to Go
Outfitters, Brooklyn, NY
“Indoor climbing has taken off [here].
We also see increasing demand for
SUP. We’re focused on backpacking,
hiking and adventure travel. There are
still people doing that for the first time.
There are incredible mountains within a
short drive from the city. Our goal is to
get people out there.”

Darren Bush, Owner, Rutabaga
Paddlesports, Madison, WI
“SUP is doing great. It finally
happened.”

Mike Massey, Owner, Massey’s
Outfitters, New Orleans, LA
“In our New Orleans and more urban
markets, cycling has expanded to far
more than the guy in the Lycra jerseys.
The city is becoming much more
cycling friendly. People are now getting
around on their bikes in their jeans. We
absolutely covet that customer.
“And kayak fishing is huge in the
South. The high performance is overtargeted. It’s the low performance
customer that we try to make our stores
comfortable for.
“A lot of people don’t want to spend
$100 on a bike computer, but they do
want to spend $29 for an odometer. For
Massey’s the customer who needs help
is a much higher profit margin customer
for us. They are much more of a repeat
customer and buy what we recommend

“People are turned on by
versatility and at least leaving
the door open to going to that
next level of activity. It’s exciting
to dream and buy that way.”
Chris Gerston, Backcountry Essentials
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David Gracie, Owner, Wild River
Outfitters, Virginia Beach, VA
“Kayak fishing has really started
to lead the way in our paddlesports
business. It started with canoes and
moved to sit-inside touring kayaks and
now most of our sales are SOT fishing
kayaks. Kayak fishing in our area is a
perfect fit and we are doing our best to
serve the niche. Hammocks have also
been a particularly strong trend for all of
2014. Their popularity started building in
2012 and has continued to have steady
growth ever since. Where tent sales were
our best selling shelter system pre 2012,
hammocks have totally eclipsed their
grounded counterparts.”

Chris Groom, CEO, Mountain High
Outfitters, Birmingham, AL
“If there is something we can do to get
clients outdoors and keep them there,
we will. MHO strives to stay on top of
the latest trends, whether it is activities
such as paddleboarding, slacklining and
hooping for fitness, or fun, yet addictive
hand/eye coordination games like
Kendama. Fashion trends like printed
leggings, boot tights/cuffs, riding boots,
flannel shirts and vest are all the rage at
MHO as well.
“Our selection of gear and footwear
is just as pronounced as apparel, with
products for activities ranging from
backpacking, bouldering and hiking, to
longboarding, snowsports, slacklining,
and stand-up paddleboarding.” O
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Fjällräven Expands in North America

SMART AS A FOX

By Lou Dzierzak

Fjällräven means
Arctic Fox in Swedish
and the company’s
design philosophy
reflects a fox’s
ability to adapt and
thrive in challenging
conditions.

F

jällräven is on the upswing in the
U.S. market. The outdoor brand is
turning heads with outdoor retailers
and establishing style cachet with
trendsetters as well.
“Our target audience is the
outdoor enthusiast who wants
to use a product that is inclusive
with nature rather than in conflict
with nature,” says John Walbrecht,
president of Fjällräven North America. “We are not the
Mt. Everest climbing brand. Our brand is more about the
individual getting out and enjoying the outdoors because it
is important to them rather than overcoming a challenge.
In North America the brand has grown significantly in [the
past] three years because we have an inclusive message
that really resonates with consumers.”
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Åke Nordin founded Fjällräven in northern Sweden in
1960. The company’s first product, framed backpacks, has
been followed by five decades of product innovation and
environmental stewardship. Now a global brand, Fjällräven
markets a comprehensive line of backpacks, tents, sleeping
bags and apparel for men, women and children. Fjällräven
means Arctic Fox in Swedish and the company’s design
philosophy reflects a fox’s ability to adapt and thrive in
challenging conditions.
“Our philosophy is Swedish functional design,” says
Walbrecht. “We don’t put pockets on a garment just for
the cosmetic approach of a pocket. If the element does not
enhance the consumer’s experience with the product and the
function they are using it for, we won’t put it there.”
Walbrecht uses the brand’s Greenland Number 1 jacket
to provide a more tangible example of that design ethos.
“The jacket doesn’t have hand slash pockets because it
was originally used by climbers who covered that area
of the jacket with rope. They wouldn’t have been able to

outdoorinsightmag.com
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“Our goal is to build
consumer awareness
so the consumer can
go to their favorite
outdoor specialty
shop and experience
the product. That’s
been a key to our
success.”
JOHN WALBRECHT

use a pocket,” he says. “Everything we do is to enhance
the consumer’s experience. Secondly, our sustainability,
protection and care of the environment and the animals and
everything we share the environment with are important
drivers for the brand.”
Offering technical apparel for wet, cold and windy
conditions, Fjällräven uses a unique approach to technical
fabrics. In addition to wool, down and organic cotton,
Fjällräven also promotes a waxable fabric. “We are not
a traditional nylon-based outdoor brand. G1000 is a
waxable cotton poly fabric unique to our brand that allows
customers to wax the fabric to customize the performance
level of waterproof breathable or water resistance based

on what their needs are,” reports Walbrecht. “Our fabric
options are all about long-term sustainability. That’s a story
that’s unique to us.”
After several years of focusing on building strong
relationships with outdoor specialty retailers like Neptune
Mountaineering, Paragon Sports, Moosejaw and Backcountry,
Fjällräven has launched an aggressive national advertising
campaign to raise consumer awareness. Advertisements
are scheduled in print and digital editions of Outside,
Backpacker, Surfer and Men’s Journal. Marketing messages
in the campaign feature the “lifestyle of everyday adventure
seekers in unforgettable places.” Television commercials
began in late October 2014 on ESPN and the full campaign
will continue in 2015. All advertising messages will be
tagged with specialty retailers.
In addition to national advertising, Fjällräven is supporting
outdoor specialty retailers with a full range of sales support
strategies. “Not only do we offer product, but we also offer
the tools to help retailers sell through to their consumers.
We offer merchandising support, specialty reps, clinics,
point of sale support, tagging in national ads, and local co-op
advertising support,” says Walbrecht. “Our goal is to build
consumer awareness so the consumer can go to their favorite
outdoor specialty shop and experience the product. That’s
been a key to our success. Every retailer is unique so every
set of tools we provide is unique to help them succeed.”
Fjällräven’s North American expansion plans also included
opening flagship branded retail stores. After opening four
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doors in the last quarter of 2013, Fjällräven plans to open five
stores in Jackson Hole, WY; Burlington, VT, and Chicago, IL, as
well as Vancouver, BC, and Banff, AB, in Canada.
Walbrecht is quick to point out the new stores are not
competing with the established outdoor specialty retail
accounts. “We are a specialty outdoor account, but in certain
markets we have opened our
own stores,” he says. “That
One of the
approach allows us to show
key tenets of
Fjällräven’s brand the consumer the full breadth
of our product collection.
identify is a deep
Since we are new to the U.S.
respect for the
it’s tougher for a specialty
environment.
retailer right out of the box to
The company
carry the breadth of product
publishes a
that showcases all the things
quarterly report
that Fjällräven does, from
that examines
apparel, packs, tents and
environment
adventures.”
sustainability
The stores’ design and
initiatives and
merchandising
reflect the
compliance.
brand’s mission and history.
In addition to full collections of Fjällräven’s equipment and
apparel, the stores will carry a selection of products from
partner brands such as Brunton and Primus. Local brand
ambassadors will be hired to promote the brand and stores
and present its environmental policies to customers.
“The flagship stores show off what we do,” says Walbrecht.
“Today we have an exciting opportunity to build partnerships
with our retail partners and explain the brand to a North
American audience. There is an audience who appreciates our
proposition. Over the last three years we’ve far exceeded our
expectations in terms of the consumer response.”
One of the key tenets of Fjällräven’s brand identify is a
deep respect for the environment. The company publishes
a quarterly report that examines environment sustainability
initiatives and compliance. “We report every quarter
how we are doing. We are open and honest about our
commitment, it’s not just an after thought,” says Walbrecht.
“Our proposition to the consumer is the whole package,
starting with product but including sustainability and our
care of the environment.”
The Fjällräven Down Promise
A significant example of that environmental sensibility
can be found in Fjällräven’s approach to down used in their
insulated products.
Consumers have expressed concerns about the treatment
of geese in the harvesting of feathers. “It’s not enough to just
buy a product and be ignorant to how that product was made
and where it came from,” says Walbrecht. “Consumers want
to know where the product came from. Is the product truly
organic cotton if that’s what you’re claiming? If you’re using
animal substances, how are the animals being treated? Are
you live-plucking your down? Are you following the rules?”
Fjällräven has created a tracking system to trace every
step in the process of growing, procuring and transporting
down. “We want to be a premium brand that uses the best
down with the highest loft and with attention to long-term
sustainability to the environment and industry,” Walbrecht
says. “If we can’t ensure that the process is done in a manner
that is above reproach, then we can’t do it.” O
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Chaos

TREK 25 AND 30
Featuring the SV2 one pull binding with Live
Action Biothane® hinge, Powder coated Vtail aluminum frame, Stainless Steel crampons, and Rip Stop Vinyl Decking.

Stealth ‘Cross’ MTB
This CTR collection of Performance accessories was built to meet the needs of today’s
active exercise enthusiasts. Multi-functional
hinged balaclava, 100% reversible full black
and hi-vis yellow and black neck tune, shaped
to provide extra protection with out the bulk,
complete retro reﬂectivity, ﬂat lock seems and
3D panel construction.61% polyester/335
Rayon-Viloft/6% Elastane.
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Emily’s Notebook

THE RUNNING EVENT 2014

Approximately 900 running specialty retailers traveled to The Running Event (TRE) in Austin on
Dec. 2 to 5 to see the latest footwear, apparel and accessories from over 300 manufacturers.
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The Show Itself

KRENZIEN, KRENZIEN & ASSOCIATES INC.

Original content.
Market speciﬁc.
Face-to-face.

The SPORTING GOODS
Professionals
Eight decades of Excellent
Service!
Please call us regarding
representation in the
Midwest, Pennsylvania, Texas
and Mountain States.

Reaching over 50,000 readers.
learn more: www.formula4media.com
subscribe: store.formula4media.com
advertise: 516-305-4710

425 Huehl Rd, Bldg 1, Northbrook, IL 60062

(847) 498-0400

Fax (847) 498-0449

Skype: ron.isaacskka
Ronisaacs@krenzien.com
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Who Is Visiting Our Parks?

National Parks
posters created in
the 1930s by the
Works Progress
Association
designed to foster
awareness of, and
vacationing in, our
national parks.

10 Most Visited National Parks
Great Smoky Mountains Nat. Park

9,354,695

Grand Canyon National Park
Yosemite National Park
Yellowstone National Park
Olympic National Park
Rocky Mountain National Park

4,564,840
3,691,191
3,188,030
3,085,340
2,991,141

Zion National Park

2,807,387

Grand Teton National Park

2,688,794

Acadia National Park

2,254,922

Glacier National Park

2,190,374

Zion National Park, Temples and Towers of the Virgin

Number of Overnight Camping Stays in National Parks
MORE THAN

1998

MORE THAN

9.2 2003 8.5 2008 7.99 2013 7.91
MILLION

MILLION

MILLION

MILLION

THE STATISTICS INCLUDE...
The statistics include tent camping as well
as RVs, backcountry camping and stays in
campgrounds operated by concessions.

10 Most Visited Units of the National Park System
14,289,121

Golden Gate Nat. Recreation Area

12,877,368

Blue Ridge Parkway

9,354,695

Great Smoky Mountains Nat. Park

7,360,392

G. Washington Memorial Parkway
Lincoln Memorial
Lake Mead Nat. Recreation Area
Gateway National Recreation Area
Natchez Trace Parkway

6,546,518
6,344,714
6,191,246
6,012,740

Chesapeake & Ohio Canal NHP

4,941,367

Delaware Water Gap Nat. Rec. Area

4,843,350

Source: National Park Service

Cove hardwood forest along Cosby Creek, Great Smoky Mountains National Park
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US MATERIALS
US MANUFACTURING
US WORKERS

100% AMERICAN

Photo Jay Beyer

OR BOOTH #BR429
SIA BOOTH #1511

www.farmtofeet.com

NEW for Fall 2015

ADVENTURE SNOW
FEATURING

TARGETED CUSHION & DURABILITY ZONES
W’s Park City

Layered design patterns coupled with cushioning to increase
durability and comfort in key impact areas.

SEAMLESS TOE CLOSURE
Perfectly ﬂat toe closure eliminates bulk
and helps reduce friction blisters.
M’s Waitsﬁeld

MULTIPLE STYLES FOR M’S & W’S
Available in Ultralight, Light Weight and Medium Weight.

HEAD-TO-TOE APPAREL SYSTEM

Paul Hubner, President & CTO
(Chief Testing Officer) testing
Baffin product in Canada’s Artic.

For more information please contact
1-888-BAFFINS or
marketing@baffin.com

